
Kreek AI

Toucan 
... Kreeks
Kreek App is a revolutionary Generative Ai powered 
platform designed to enhance communication and 
collaboration among healthcare professionals.

background

KREEK AI
Our goal is to transform the way healthcare data is managed and 
decision-making processes are facilitated, ultimately improving patient 
care outcomes. With Kreek, doctors and healthcare teams can use the 
capabilities of Generative Ai and machine learning to Automate the 
documentation process, Log book and handover sheet writing.

Our Goal

background

KREEK AI
Kreek Ai capabilities offer personalized insights help clinicians make more informed decisions and provide better care to their 
patients through suggesting relevant medical literature or treatment protocols and guidlines tailored to a user's specialty or area 
of interest.

Our Goal

Outline Presentation
Automating Docs & Improving Data Quality

Democratizing AI

Personalized Care with AI Insights

Predicts & Prevents Patient Readmissions

Compliant & Efficient Healthcare Delivery

Automating Docs & 
Improving Data Quality

Kreek's generative AI model automates the documentation process, Log book 
and handover sheet writing. Kreek Ai integrates with your hospital system and 
automates data entry Through integration with your hospital EMR reducing the 
burden on healthcare professionals ( relieve the Documentitis ). By extracting, 
combining, and cleansing data from various sources, Kreek ensures that 
patient records are accurate and up-to-date. This automation not only saves 
time but also improves the quality and consistency of documentation across 
healthcare settings. 

Kreek Ai enables real-time ward 
rounds, providing clinicians with 
instant access to critical patient 
information for timely decision-
making. 
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Democratizing AI
Kreek Ai ( as a generative Ai assistant) helps placing AI tools 
in the hands of more doctors and hospitals . Leveraging 
generative AI, Kreek provides personalized 
recommendations and alerts to healthcare professionals 
based on their individual preferences and patient 
caseloads. For example, the app may suggest relevant 
medical literature or treatment protocols tailored to a user's 
specialty or area of interest. These personalized insights help 
clinicians make more informed decisions and provide better 
care to their patients.

Personalized Care 
with AI Insights
Kreek's predictive models use advanced 
generative AI techniques to forecast 
clinical outcomes, disease progression, 
and patient readmissions. By identifying 
high-risk patients early on, healthcare 
providers can intervene proactively and 
optimize care delivery. This predictive 
analytics capability has the potential to 
significantly improve patient outcomes 
and reduce healthcare costs.

Kreek ensures compliance with 
healthcare regulations such as HIPAA 
and provides audit logs and access 
controls for accountability. 

Automating Docs 
& Improving 
Data Quality

Thanks

By offering these advanced features and capabilities, Kreek 
empowers healthcare professionals to deliver better patient care, 
improve clinical outcomes, and enhance overall efficiency in 
healthcare delivery. Our app is poised to revolutionize the way 
healthcare data is managed and decision-making processes are 
facilitated, paving the way for a brighter future in healthcare.


